Groundhog Day Report
January 31, 2021
Report by Tony Brogan
Pictures by April Faget
Sunday was Groundhog day and nobody saw any shadows at all as it was overcast all day. (Although
as the Commodore grumbled to me on the dock after the race, ‘how could you tell? Everyday seems
like Groundhog Day under COVID - FCR)
It was raining at 0930 at the roll call as was forecast, but then – unexpectedly - quit and held off for
the rest of the day.
Six boats checked in: Soul Thyme, Radiant Heat, Second Wind, Oasis, Skeena Cloud and Fool in the
Rain. We were subsequently joined by Sorcery X, Soul Thyme and Poco, who knowing their start
time in this, a Pursuit Race, took advantage of their later start times, maybe enjoying a bit more
coffee.
The course was 12.6 miles with a 1700 time limit. Start, U60(P), Martin’s Mark (S), Horda Shoals (S),
Finish.
We rigged both the jib and the 155 genoa, as the wind was light, but forecast to be as much as 10
knots. This turned out to be an error as the air was often too much for the genoa, but then sometimes
not enough for the jib. We should have set the 135 genoa, which "is a most under-appreciated sail",
as it would have done well for the 7-15 knot wind range we were offered.
First off was Fool in the Rain who by my clock was a little late. But she was looking good with well set
sails. Then was Skeena Cloud, off like a mini Rocket, and soon into the lead. A lead not to be
relinquished until the near end of the race, finally succumbing to the persistent challenge of Poco.
Next off was Second Wind also showing good speed.
There was now a time gap of 11.5 minutes before Poco was niftily over the line with a second to
spare. A minute later was Oasis, followed in another minute by Radiant Heat, and further 40 seconds
later by Soul Thyme. These three would match racing for the duration. Finally came Sorcery X, 9
minutes after Soul Thyme.
For Radiant Heat it was a regular sail in a largely steady breeze where we did three sail changes on
the upwind beat to U60. On the way out past Sisters we managed to keep Soul Thyme at bay and
crossed tacks with Oasis a couple of times before she obtained the advantage and moved well
ahead.
Sorcery X, sailed impressively by Greg Slakov, overtook Radiant Heat near Welbury Spar on the
first long be beat out into Captains Passage.
Not only did she sail faster but came up under the lee of Radiant Heat oblivious to any wind shadow
that apparently was not there. Radiant Heat eased off a little to close with Sorcery X to induce bad
wind but all that happened was Greg chatting as he closed, by affirming that he had "right of way" did
he not? And so he did, and Radiant Heat hardened up again while Sorcery X sailed on and past
giving us their bad air as she did. Radiant Heat was forced to bare off into clear air as Sorcery X
sailed off in Pursuit of other Boats.
(I met up with Sorcery X some time later in the race, him crossing behind me on his way to U60, as I
was heading to Martin’s Mark under spinnaker. We all know Greg well. He is smart, thoughtful, a little

reserved, and focused. And we all also know him as a long-term, talented sailor. But I saw a different
side of our ex-FCR yesterday: passionate, boisterous, and excited: tearing a chunk out of life.
Passing he hooted and hollered in joy and delight as Sorcery X, heeled over hard in the 10 or more
knots of wind, roared past, going what looked like 8+ knots. Greg striding with grace and purpose
along the lee rail. The sea boiling past, inches below, confidently adjusting this line, and then another,
getting the most out of his boat. It was a perfect symphonic note of talent, passion, colour,
confidence, and vigour. It was thrilling to watch. And then he was gone – FCR)
Soul Thyme was watching all this with interest but not able to to capitalize and she remained close,
but still behind.
The lead boats were still in order with Fool in the Rain enjoying a good sail. Poco was slowly closing
the gap. Skeena Cloud showing the way. Oasis moving up a little, and Sorcery moving through the
fleet picking us off, one by one. (I congratulate Paul for urging us to include Pursuit Races this year.
My only regret is not including more. I have learned to love the starts, but the excitement of a start
lasts through a Pursuit Race, as there is always another challenge to take on, another boat to
compete with, and strategize against -FCR)
Finally we made it around U60. We were some time after Oasis, but ahead of Soul Thyme. We
determined our best course was to stay up near Prevost and then across to Welbury under a deep
reach with the spinnaker.
That was fine, except the sail double wrapped around itself. We proceeded on while John struggled to
unwrap. Several minutes later we had a set and had time to look around. All the other boats were as
far as we could tell on the other tack and headed out toward the anchored freighter.
Oasis was out to the left and slow. We could not tell if it was a lack of wind or a spinnaker problem but
we were overhauling them. Soul Thyme was also "over there" and not gaining on us but seemed to
be bettering Oasis.
(I heard from Oasis later, “had a great sail to U60 then I screwed up the spin set and Ray caught a
crab trap. It was all downhill after that’ – FCR)
We seemed to be, as John said, "having a good run". The lead boats seemed closer too.
Not close enough.
We closed with Welbury reef only to see Skeena Cloud had made the turn a long time on before and
was tacking up the Scott Point shore. (As I told Tony, that rounding was a tad hairy, purely from
operator incompetence, ‘I gave a lot back at Martin’s Mark when I left the spinnaker up too long on
starboard. The wind came up and shifted briefly into the SW, forcing me to steer for the rapidly
closing beach while trying to handle the sheet, steer the boat, and furl the spinnaker. The joys of
single-handing. I ended up with with the wind filling the spinnaker from port, wrapping it around the
head stay. I fought off the beach using my now pseudo genoa, and in that inelegant configuration was
able to gain enough sea-room to get back onto starboard to fly the spinnaker off the forestay, and
then furl it. By the time I got it all sorted and down I was 400+ meters past the mark without my
Genoa hoisted. It took me a bit to get the genoa set and trimmed and two tacks later I was able to
finally get back to the Mark and pass it to starboard – FCR)

We were closing with Fool in the Rain as she gybed in front of us for the final time. We saw
Sorcery round the Martins Mark, Poco already around passed us going up to Horda Shoals. Then
Second wind was around.
For a bit we lost sight of Martins Mark but upped the genoa and dropped the Spinnaker knowing it
was there somewhere. Where is it???????
There it suddenly appeared in sight 20 degrees to port and 50 yard ahead. A quick adjustment and
we were around . Second Wind had scooted off. Soul Thyme was close and Oasis further back.
We set a course close hauled on starboard and managed to clear Welbury point and made it up a
good way toward Scott Point and our next tack took us straight to the rock awash on Welbury reef so
we declined to cross and tacked back to the left clearing Scott point on the way out into Captains
Passage.
There was little change in relative positions as we rounded Horda shoals on the route home. Second
Wind and Soul Thyme both flew asymmetrics very suited for a fast reach to Sisters. But we too were
fast on the reach, and positions did not change Those ahead stayed ahead, while those behind
stayed behind. The leaders were playing cat and mouse. Finally Poco took line honours. Skeena
Cloud came in a worthy second. Then came Sorcery, later followed by Second Wind.
(Paul wrote me later, ‘...sorry about our last gybe onto your wind. not really sorry, it's racing after all,
just practicing my canadian apologies.....)
Radiant Heat, while slowly gaining on Second Wind was 5th, with Soul Thyme gaining no advantage.
Further back came Oasis never having recovered from her first downwind leg.
Finally came Fool in the Rain who was the only boat to compete with every other boat in the fleet. A
good sail Martin .
Despite the forecast dismal conditions, those that ventured forth had a great day out on the water.
Cleansed was the covid in the cool fresh air. Lifted were the spirits and though
distant, camaraderie was evident from boat to boat.
(And as April wrote later, ‘it was wonderful to see seven spinnakers up at once’. Another advantage of
Pursuit Races – FCR)
See you next Sunday on the Loopy K
(I have included a video taken of Skeena Cloud. I have not told my friends how a Pursuit Race works.
I will continue to bask in their ill-founded applause for a while longer. Life is short. Besides, I will
always have Paul to ensure my ego is never over inflated – or inflated at all – FCR)
https://share.icloud.com/photos/0kaMUoLGoQ4mgZIkwrt0N19nA#Salt_Spring_Island

Note Eric , alone, the bow of his 41
boat readying his spinnaker. Not
for the faint of heart, or an
inexperienced sailor.

